JOB OPPORTUNITY
Position

Fashion for Good Host

Company

Fashion for Good B.V.

Location

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Reporting to

Hosts Teamleader

Start Date

Rolling basis

Employment type

Part time (10-15 hours a week)

Fashion for Good (FfG) is the global initiative that’s here to make all fashion good. FfG will enable
the breakthrough innovation and widespread adoption of good fashion practice. To realise this, we
work from our Fashion for Good hub in the heart of Amsterdam. Both the industry and consumers
are welcome: the hub hosts offices for businesses as well as an Experience Center for the general
public. As host, you are the face of our organisation, welcoming members of the public and
redirecting guests for the businesses.
KEY RESPONSIBILITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Welcoming visitors in the Experience Center
Providing key information on the aims of Fashion for Good
Refilling cards, booklets, handouts, pens. Make sure the exhibition is looking its best
Helping people with sign-up, when needed
Capturing the stories of our visitors for us to share on social media
Being available to support events where extra hosts are needed
Other basic operational tasks
Coordination in case of an emergency

WHAT WE EXPECT FROM YOU
You have a passion for fashion and sustainability. You are a social, energetic and positive person
and are capable of making contact with both a younger and a general audience. You like to help
people and believe in the importance of our mission to make fashion good.
You are:
• Fluent in Dutch and English
• A teamplayer
• Living in Amsterdam
• Available during the weekends
• A flexible and proactive person

WHAT WE OFFER
We offer a gross salary of € 10,-. Furthermore, we offer the chance to be part of a new and
pioneering initiative at the cross point of fashion and sustainability. We are a young, dynamic and
growing organisation with high ambitions and new opportunities.
COMPANY BACKGROUND/CULTURE
Launched in March 2017, Fashion for Good (FfG) aims to reimagine how fashion is designed, made,
worn and reused. This open and inclusive initiative – with its first physical hub in Amsterdam and a
global ambition – was founded by C&A Foundation and brings together brands, retailers, multistakeholder initiatives, and funders to promote the five essential “Goods” of a new, transformed fashion
industry: Good Materials, Good Economy, Good Energy, Good Water, and Good Lives.
Specifically, Fashion for Good is changing the apparel industry through innovation and new business
models. Its innovation platform scouts for, nurtures and funds early-stage ideas and it scales proven
technologies and business models for wider adoption by the industry. Its Apparel Acceleration Fund
catalyses access to finance and its open-source Good Fashion Guide shares knowledge to help the
apparel industry transform. As a convenor for change, Fashion for Good enables conversation and
collaboration, bringing together co-locators at its first hub in Amsterdam, as well as visitors to the
Fashion for Good Experience to learn more about Good Fashion.
For more information, please visit: www.fashionforgood.com and www.fashionforgood.org.
We operate a pool of interested applicants for our host positions, and get in touch when spots
become available over time.

